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Equivalence of a problem of set theory to a hypothesis 
concerning the powers of cardinal "numbers 
By G. FODOR in' Szeged 
To Professor Bela Szokefalvi-Nagy on his 50th birthday 
Let E be an arbitrary set of power and suppose that with every element 
x of E is associated a non empty set f(x) such that for any x £ E the power of the 
set f(x) is smaller than a given cardinal number fy which is smaller than K« and 
f(x) f(y) (x^y). We' say that the subset r of E has the property T(c\, p), where 
q and p are two cardinal numbers, such that p ^ q ^ N a , if 
u 7 w = q and u ( / ( * ) n / o > ) ) < p . 
We define the ordinal number /?0 as follows: . 
Let P0 be the smallest ordinal number Q < P such that the set i?(s) of the ele-
ments x£E for which f(x) < has the power 
Consider now the following propositions. 
(I) Under the above conditions E has a subset T with the property T(#a, Ka). 
(II) For every ordinal number y, /?<y<oe, the inequality 
holds, where № = 2 
e<Po 
We shall prove in this paper the following 
Theorem. The propositions (I) and (II) are equivalent. 
We shall use the following notations. For any subset'T of E let 
n r = U (/Wn/W). 
x&y 
For any cardinal number r we denote by r + the cardinal number immediately fol-
lowing r. The symbols S and y denote the cardinal numbers of the set S and of 
the ordinal number y, respectively. For every ordinal number T, Ncf(t) denotes the 
least cardinal number tt such that Kt can be expressed as the sum of n cardinal num-
bers each If TO and n cardinal numbers, then we define m£ = Put, for 
every ordinal number y, W(y) = {£:!;< y}. t < n 
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In the proof of the theorem we shall use the following theorems: 
Theorem 1. If is regular and U f(x) has the power then E has a.sub-
xBE 
set with the property T(#x, (See [1], theorem 1.) 
Theorem 2. Let be a singular cardinal number, r0 a cardinal number which 
is smaller then and a sequence' of regular cardinal numbers such 
. that X„>S t (<7>t); max {iicf,,), and 2 Iffor every 
4 < <uCf(a) > 's a subset of power s of E such that has a subset with the 
property r0), then E has a-subset with the property T(xa, [KCf((l) rol+)- (See 
[1], theorem 4.) 
Theorem 3. If M. is an infinite set of power m, and if W. ^ m, then the set S of 
subsets XaM with X<Xl has the power S = .m1. (See for example the theorem, 
3 of § 34 in [2].) « » ' . ' . 
Theorem 4. 
S x 
m ^ for / t^cf(e) , 
for cf(e)</i 5=0 + 1, 
m^ for ' (See theorem 7 of § 34 in [2].) 
Theorem 5. Let be a singular cardinal number and q an ordinal number 
smaller than cox. If to every element y of W(cox) there corresponds an ordinal number 
h(y)<ithen there exists a subset M of power of W(coJ such that' 
W S S r f w 
Proof . Let • {«{Ji.«»^., be an increasing sequence of ordinal numbers such 
that Jim ac( = a for every £ < coct(x), coX(^t] and coa? is regular. It is clear that. 
i <<»£/(«) 
W(CDX)= U W{waf). 
S<<Ocf(*) 
Let us define g^(y) on W(coX() as follows: 
•g{(v)=Kv) ( ? € ^ K ; ) ) . 
Since coai is regular and .coXi there exists an ordinal number n i £ W(ri) and a. 
subset Mt of power of W(coat) such that 
Let ' M= (J 
£<10 c/(a) 
Clearly the power of M is Let further N be the set of all distinct elements o f 
the sequence { i ^ c ^ , , , ; . It is clear that , • 
h[M] = N. 
Since NS Kcf(0(), theorem 5 is proved. 
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Corol lary . If t] is an ordinal number of the second kind and cf (V7) ^ c f (a), 
.then there exists a subset M' of power of M and an ordinal number rf 07 such 
that' : 
h[M'] g W(t]'). 
P r o o f , (i) If then it follows from the regularity of cocf(a) that there 
•exists an increasing sequence {^v^v<t0c/(,) of the type coc}(a) of ordinal numbers 
smaller than ©cf(a) such that 
ni0 - n e , = - . . . = n e v = . . . (v<OJcf(tl)). 
'.But then . • {yiM:h(y) = nio} = 2 = 
iv<<Oc/(*) 
•and h[M'] = h[{yeM:h(y) = ni0}]QW^0 +1). 
(j) If cf{j(), then let {/jv}v<B)cfM be an increasing sequence of ordinal 
numbers for which lim r\v = r\. 
V<<0cfOl) 
(ji) If cf (a) < cf (tj), then it follows from the inequality Nc . W(rj) that there 
exists -an ordinal number v0 < 0)c [M , for which 
NQW(r,J<zW(r,). • 
(j2) If cf (a) > cf (rf), • then let Nv=NC\W(t]v). It is clear that 
U K = N, 
v < w c / ( „ ) 
Since cocf(a) is regular, there exists an ordinal number v0 < ftjcf([;) such that 
Nvo= Xcffj,). 
It follows that there exists an increasing sequence {ie}e< t 0 c / („ of the type coct(x) 
such that 
= {7tie}o<0)i/(iI) • 
Thus we get from the definition of {it i}4<0>c/(. ) that M' = |J Miv has the power 
V < C » £ / ( « ) 
= and 
•V ' h[M'](Z fV(t]vo). 
T h e o r e m 6. Let be a singular cardinal number and rj an ordinal number 
smaller than coa. If to every element y of there corresponds an ordinal number 
h(y)-^1, then the smallest ordinal number t]0, for which there exists a subset M of 
power X,, of fV(ojJ such that 
h[M]<zW(.r,0)QW(t,), 
is either of the first kind, i. e. t]0 = x0 + 1 or of the second kind with cf (»/„) = cf(a). 
P r o o f , (i) W(ri0) has a greatest element. In this case the power of the set M', 
for which h[M'} = {7r0}, is ^„.and the power.of the set M", for which.. _ 
' h{M"]<gW{x0), 
is smaller t h a n T h u s r]0 = T0 + 1. 
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(ii) FFO/o) does not contain a greatest element. Then t]0 is of the second kind. 
It follows from the definition of r]0 and the corollary of theorem 5 that cf (f/0) =' 
= cf (a). Theorem 6 is proved. With the aid of theorem 6 we get 
Theorem 7. The ordinal number is either of the first kind or of the second 
kind with cf (/J0) = cf (a). ' ' 
Proo f of the theorem. (A) First we prove that (I) follows from (II). Sup-
pose also'that the proposition (II) holds. Put 
It follows from theorem 4,"that 
f s j i - for cf(/?0) = /?0. 
. UJ'O for cf(/J0)</i0 . 
This imphes that * • 
" = = = «My) 
for cf(/?0) = /?0 and 
» f e = ^ = ^ = 2 - 2 = = »iow pu> e<PO ' E<Po e<Po Q<PO 
for cf (/i0) </?0 , i. e. in both cases = ^/S(),o) holds. As the sets f(x) are distinct 
it follows from this that the set (J f(x) has the power Thus, if K» is regular, 
xeE 
we get by theorem 1, that E has a subset with the property T(^x, Xa). Suppose 
now that is singular. Then Eifi> has for every y, fi < y < a, a subset Ey with the 
property T(^ M y ) +j , X M y ) + i . ' e. 
Let S(y) be the set of subsets XczHEy with It follows from 
theorem 3 that S(y) ^ == XMy) . Hence, since for given y the sets 
/M(x)=/(x)-n£v (x £ Ey) are mutually disjoint, we obtain that there exists an 
element X0 of S(y) and to this a subset Ey of power of Ey such that 
and 
/ W = / l " W U I o 
for every x(LEy, i. e. E'y has the property T(HPoM+1, It follows from theorem 
2 that E has a subset with the property + 
(B) We prove now that from the. proposition (I) follows the proposition (II). 
Suppose therefore that (II) does not hold. Then we prove that the proposition 
(1)" is false. 
Let p0 is an ordinal number of the first kind, i. e. /?0 = r0 +1 . If (II) does not 
hold, then there exists an ordinal number j>0, / 5 < } > 0 f o r which 
"yo
 -
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Let El be a subset of power Kyo of E and 7\ a set of power of subsets of power 
Kro of E1. Let further f(x) be a one-to-one mapping of E into 7 \ . It follows that 
if T is a subset of E with the property r(q, p) then because the sets 
f ( x ) =f(x)-Ur<zEl 
"must be not empty and mutually disjoint for q elements x of T. 
Let /?0 be an ordinal number of the second kind. Then cf(/?0) =cf(a) by the 
theorem 7. Let {a,'},<0>c/(„) and {Pn}^<ae/M be two increasing sequences of ordinal 
numbers such that lim a„ = a and lim Pn = Po- We have two cases: 
tj < 0>c/(a) 1 <0>c/(«)-
(i) there exists a smallest ordinal number <cocf(i[) and an ordinal number 
7o. such that ' 
(ii) for every e </?0 there exists an £?'</J0 such that > In this case 
we assume that, for every rj < cocf(o), Pn is the smallest ordinal number such that 
Let Tn be in both cases (but in the case (i) we assume that t ] 0 ^t ]<p 0 holds) 
a set of power Ka>i of subsets of power of El, where El = KJ0. It is clear that 
the set 
T= . U Tn I|<0>c/<«) 
has the power Let f(x) be a "one-to-one mapping of E into T. If T is a subset 
of E with the property T(q, p), then q ^ because the sets f { x ) = f(x) — IiraEi 
must be non empty and mutually disjoint for q elements x of T. The theorem is 
proved. 
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